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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #316 

Current Events through a Biblical World View! 

 
Experts Discover over 200 Billion DNA Fragments in a Single Dose of 
Pfizer’s COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine 
BY THE EXPOSÉ ON MARCH 27, 2024  
 
Cancer genomics expert Dr. Phillip Buckhaults recently testified to the South Carolina 
Senate about the DNA contamination found in Pfizer’s mRNA COVID-19 vaccines. 
There are an estimated 200 billion pieces of plasmid DNA in each dose of the Pfizer 
COVID-19 vaccine, he said.  These pieces of DNA are packaged in lipid nanoparticles, 
basically a synthetic virus, and are delivered into vaccinees’ cells. 

 

 
 

 
Dr. Phillip Buckhaults is a Professor at the University of South Carolina.  He has a 
PhD in biochemistry and molecular biology and conducts cancer genomics research. 
What that effectively means is he and his team are specialists at detecting foreign 
pieces of DNA in places where they are not supposed to be. 
 
On 12 September, he testified before the South Carolina Senate Medical Affairs Ad-
Hoc Committee on the Department of Health and Environmental Control (“DHEC”). 

https://expose-news.com/author/the-expose/
https://expose-news.com/2024/03/27/experts-discover-over-200billion-dna-fragments-in-a-single-dose-of-pfizers-covid-19-mrna-vaccine/
https://sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/pharmacy/faculty-staff/buckhaults_phillip.php
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/senatemedical.php
https://scdhec.gov/
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“The Pfizer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA. It’s not just mRNA, it’s got bits of 
DNA in it.” Prof. Buckhaults said. 
 
A colleague who was in charge of the vaccination programme in Columbia, South 
Carolina,  kept all the Pfizer vials, containing remnants of the contents, from the two 
batches that were used.  From the remnants, Prof. Buckhaults sequenced all the DNA 
that was in these vials. “I can see what’s in [the vaccines] and it’s surprising that there’s 
any DNA in there. And you can kind of work out what it is and how it got there and I’m 
kind of alarmed about the possible consequences of this both in terms of human health 
and biology,” he said. 
 
“This DNA, in my view, it could be causing some of the rare, but serious, side effects 
like death from cardiac arrest.” 
 
“This DNA can and likely will integrate into the genomic DNA of cells that got 
transfected with the vaccine mix … we do this in the lab all the time; we take pieces of 
DNA, we mix them up with a lipid complex, like the Pfizer vaccine is in, we pour it onto 
cells and a lot of it gets into the cells.  And a lot of it gets into the DNA of those cells and 
it becomes a permanent fixture of the cell.  It’s not just a temporary thing.  It is in that 
cell from now on and all of its progeny from now on and forever more …  So, that’s why 
I’m kind of alarmed about this DNA being in the vaccine. It’s different from RNA 
because it can be permanent.” 
 
Based on solid molecular biology, it is a theoretical but reasonable concern that this 
DNA could cause a sustained autoimmune attack towards that tissue, he said. 
 
“It’s also a very real theoretical risk of future cancer in some people. Depending on 
where in the genome this foreign piece of DNA lands it can interrupt a tumor suppressor 
or activate an oncogene,” he added. “I think it’ll be rare but I think the risk is not zero.” 
 
“DNA is a long-lived,” Prof. Buckhaults explained.  “What you were born with you’re 
going to die with and pass on to your kids. DNA lasts for hundreds of thousands of 
years … So, alterations to the DNA – they stick around.” 
 
Prof. Buckhaults explained that there are a LOT of pieces of DNA in Pfizer’s vaccines.  
Although some are 5,000 and 500 base pairs long, most of the pieces are around 100 
base pairs. But this is irrelevant because the probability of a piece of DNA integrating 
into the human genome is unrelated to its size.  “Your genome risk is just a function of 
how many particles there are,” he said. “All these little pieces of DNA that are in the 
vaccine [give] many many thousands of opportunities to modify a cell of a vaccinated 
person.” 
 
“The pieces are very small because during the process they chopped them up to try to 
make them go away – but they actually increased the hazard of genome modification in 
the process.” 
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Prof. Buckhaults’ team took all these little pieces of DNA and “glued them together” to 
try to establish its source.  After putting together 100,000 pieces of DNA they were able 
to establish it came from a plasmid that can be purchased online from Agilent, 
a Californian life sciences company which was established in 1999 as a spin-off from 
Hewlett Packard. 
 
“It’s clear that Pfizer took this plasmid and then they cloned spike into it and they used it 
in a process … where you feed an RNA polymerase, this plasmid, and it makes a whole 
bunch of mRNA copies … and then you take this mRNA and you mix it with the lipid 
nanoparticle transfection agent and now you’ve got your mRNA vaccine.  But they failed 
to get the DNA out before they did this … they did make some effort to chop it up so all 
these little pieces of the plasma got packaged in with the RNA.  That’s clear as day 
what happened just from the forensics of looking at the DNA sequencing,” Prof. 
Buckhaults said. 
 
He explained that this process was not the same as the process that was in the 
vaccines used to gain emergency authorization (“EUA”).  So, there was no DNA in the 
batches used for the trials before the mass COVID-19 injection campaigns. The 
problem with DNA contamination only occurred when Pfizer scaled up production for the 
administration of millions/billions of doses to the public after it had gained EUA. 
 
“We can quantify how much of this [DNA] is in a vaccine … I estimate that there were 
about two billion copies of the one piece [of the plasmid] that we’re looking for in every 
dose … If you see two billion copies of [one piece] … [then] there’s probably about 200 
billion of pieces of this plasmid DNA in each dose of the vaccine,” Prof. Buckhaults said. 
 
The hundreds of billions of pieces of plasmid DNA are encapsulated in the lipid 
nanoparticles so it’s ready to be delivered into the cell.  “This is a bad idea,” he said. 
 
“[The DNA is] basically packaged in a synthetic virus able to dump its contents into a 
cell.” 
 
He recommended that some vaccinated people be tested to see if the plasmid DNA is 
integrating into their genomes.  This harm you can prove.  With other vaccine harms 
you can be suspicious because of the timing but you can’t really prove it. “This one you 
can prove it because it leaves a calling card.  [If] you find it in the stem cells of harmed 
people, its equivalent to finding a certain type of lead in someone who is now dead, it’s 
pretty reasonable to assume that that’s what caused it,” he said. 
 
 

 
 

DON’T WANT A VACCINE? NEW AI TOOL WILL FIND YOU. 
Mar 27, 2024 | ALTERNATIVE NEWS 
 

https://www.agilent.com/en/product/automated-electrophoresis/fragment-analyzer-systems/fragment-analyzer-systems-dna-analysis-kits/plasmid-dna-kit-365704
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agilent_Technologies
https://www.hopegirlblog.com/category/guest-bloggers/
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The ‘Whole Thing Smacks of a Brave New World’ – A team of researchers has 
developed a “powerful new tool in artificial intelligence” (AI) that can predict if someone 
is or isn’t likely to get a COVID-19 vaccine. According to the University of Cincinnati 
researchers who developed the tool, “Despite COVID-19 vaccine mandates, many 
chose to forgo vaccination, raising questions about the psychology underlying how 
judgment affects these choices.” 
 
Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D. wrote the following article in The Defender: 
THE ‘WHOLE THING SMACKS OF A BRAVE NEW WORLD’: NEW AI TOOL 
PREDICTS VACCINE HESITANCY’ 
 
According to the University of Cincinnati, the new AI tool “uses a small set of data from 
demographics and personal judgments such as aversion to risk or loss” to identify 
“reward and aversion judgment” patterns in humans that may help explain 
one’s willingness to get vaccinated. 
 
The researchers presented their findings in a study published Tuesday in the ‘Journal of 
Medical Internet Research’ Public Health and Surveillance. 
 
The study’s findings “could have broad applications for predicting mental health and 
result in more effective public health campaigns,” the university said. 
 
According to the study, “Despite COVID-19 vaccine mandates, many chose to forgo 
vaccination, raising questions about the psychology underlying how judgment affects 
these choices.” 
 
The researchers claim their findings “demonstrate the underlying importance of 
judgment variables for vaccine choice and uptake, suggesting that vaccine education 
and messaging might target varying judgment profiles to improve uptake.” 
 
But critics like Brian Hooker, Ph.D., chief scientific officer for Children’s Health Defense, 
said that the new technology implies that those who question vaccines have mental 
health problems: 
 

https://www.uc.edu/news/articles/2024/01/ai-can-predict-patient-attitudes-to-vaccines.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/artificial-intelligence-predict-covid-vaccine-hesitancy/
https://www.uc.edu/news/articles/2024/01/ai-can-predict-patient-attitudes-to-vaccines.html
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2024/1/e47979
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/brian-hooker-ph-d/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
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“The whole implication here is that nonconformity to the government propaganda 
machine’s standard of care makes one some type of mental case or extreme outlier. 
The whole thing smacks of a Brave New World where potentially non-compliant 
individuals are targeted with messaging based on fear and irrationality.” 
 
Hooker said the new technology “is a prefabricated substitute to what Big Pharma and 
government health agencies avoid: rational discussions of science and medicine that 
might expose the truth about vaccine adverse events.” 
 

USING AI TO TARGET THE ‘VACCINE-HESITANT’? 
Nicole Vike, Ph.D., senior research associate at the University of Cincinnati’s College of 
Engineering and Applied Science, was the paper’s lead author. 
 
“COVID-19 is unlikely to be the last pandemic we see in the next decades,” Vike said. 
“Having a new form of AI for prediction in public health provides a valuable tool that 
could help prepare hospitals for predicting vaccination rates and consequential infection 
rates.” 
 
The study’s authors said the technology also could be used to “aid vaccine rollouts and 
health care preparedness by providing location-specific details” — in other words, 
identifying geographic areas that may experience low vaccination and high 
hospitalization rates, according to the study. 
 
Critics questioned the study’s claims and also said they were worried about the potential 
adverse uses of this technology. 
 
“The main problem with research like this is the underlying premise: Vaccine hesitancy 
must be accounted for in terms of the (aberrant) psychology of the subjects and not with 
reference to the efficacy and safety of the vaccine(s) in question,” said Michael 
Rectenwald, Ph.D., author of “Google Archipelago: The Digital Gulag and the 
Simulation of Freedom.” 
 
As a result, Rectenwald said, it’s implied that “if people are vaccine-hesitant, the fault is 
endemic to them rather than to the vaccine itself. From this premise, the research seeks 
to justify vaccination as normal by linking anomalous mental and psychological 
characteristics with vaccine hesitancy.” 
 
This may lead to individuals being targeted, Rectenwald said: 
“Using AI to predict vaccine hesitancy on these terms might include mobilizing AI 
programs to target and even identify individually vaccine-hesitant subjects. We might 
also expect AI programs that seek to overcome vaccine hesitancy with attempts to 
‘reprogram’ said defective subjects.” 
 
“At the very least, identifying, targeting and re-educating vaccine hesitant subjects is in 
the offing.” 
 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-pharma/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=RYy221YAAAAJ&hl=en
https://michaelrectenwald.com/
https://michaelrectenwald.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Google-Archipelago-Digital-Gulag-Speech/dp/1943003262
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Scott C. Tips, president of the National Health Federation, said the new technology 
poses privacy concerns. 
 
Tips said: 
“It is nobody’s business but that of the individual as to whether he or she wants to be 
vaccinated. Why does anyone need to predict health decisions? ‘Predictive’ AI on this 
issue is nothing but a solution looking for a problem. There is no problem here. In fact, 
we should be glad that there are people who do not want to be vaccinated.” 
 
Similarly, Dr. Kat Lindley, president of the Global Health Project and director of 
the Global COVID Summit, agreed. “There are many reasons why someone may be 
vaccine-hesitant, and relying on a program, no matter how intelligent, to predict the 
outcome, I fear will underestimate the human element and individual experiences.” 
 
Critics also question claims about the technology’s effectiveness. “AI is only as good as 
the programmer and the parameters it was given, which also includes the biases with 
which it was created,” Lindley said. 
 
Tim Hinchliffe, editor of The Sociable, said, “We’ve seen how ChatGPT spits out 
nonsense and we’ve seen the diversity disaster that was Google Gemini, so it’d be best 
to approach the results with caution. And when there is AI-human teaming, the results 
can still be biased.” 
 
“‘Garbage in, garbage out’ applies equally to AI-driven decisions and results every bit as 
much as it applies to any other decisions or results made by humans and ‘dumb’ 
computers,” Tips said. “If the AI is searching through mainstream-only files and data for 
its answers, then it will come up with incorrect and biased results.” 
 
‘WHO WILL BE THE NEXT TARGETS OF THIS ATTITUDE-PREDICTING 
APPARATUS?’ 
Other experts suggested governments could abuse the technology and weaponize it 
against the public. 
 
“It’s indicative of the state of medicine and the priorities of our federal government to 
see more research being done on how to increase uptake of whatever product they’re 
defining as a vaccine, than to do the safety studies the public has been crying out for,” 
said Valerie Borek, associate director and lead policy analyst for Stand For Health 
Freedom. 
 
“This study fits the decades-long approach to using psychology and our subconscious 
to push products and agendas,” she said. “There is already technology that can assess 
biometric data such as heart rate, temperature and eye movements, combined with 
audio and location information.” 
 
Citing an example, Borek said the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention “already 
has a record of using cellphone data for public health surveillance.” 

https://thenhf.com/
https://globalcovidsummit.org/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wef-davos-tim-hinchliffe-defender-podcast/
http://sociable.co/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chatgpt-misdiagnose-child-health-conditions/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chatgpt-misdiagnose-child-health-conditions/
https://nypost.com/2024/02/22/opinion/googles-push-to-lecture-us-on-diversity-goes-beyond-ai/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nih-smartphone-tool-hpv-vaccine-minority-children/
https://www.standforhealthfreedom.com/
https://www.standforhealthfreedom.com/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rockefeller-foundation-nonprofits-behavioral-psychology-covid-vaccines/
https://standforhealthfreedom.com/nothing-to-hide-nothing-to-fear-part-2/
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Borek added: 
“The government has too much data to comb through, so the use of AI is inevitable for 
public health surveillance. How long before the devices we voluntarily wear and carry 
are used for AI predictions of our health choices?” 
 
“Will those predictions lead to any governmental interventions? We need to ask these 
questions of our lawmakers and do what we can to minimize our digital footprint.” 
 
According to Hinchliffe: 
“If ‘AI can predict people’s attitudes,’ then predicting so-called vaccine hesitancy would 
be just the start. What comes next? Predicting who is a climate denier? What about 
predicting people’s attitudes toward presidential candidates and who they’ll likely vote 
for? Who needs elections when the AI already knows who will win?” 
 
“What happens when the re-education and propaganda schemes don’t work? Will data 
on predicting people’s attitudes go to governments so they can crackdown on 
dissidents? Who will be the next targets of this attitude-predicting apparatus? My guess 
would be people who are ‘hesitant’ about the climate change narrative.” 
 
STUDY CLAIMS AI CAN ‘MAKE ACCURATE PREDICTIONS ABOUT HUMAN 
ATTITUDES’ 
According to the University of Cincinnati’s announcement, the development of the new 
AI tool was based on a survey conducted in the U.S. in 2021, involving a representative 
sample of 3,476 adults. Respondents “provided information such as where they live, 
income, highest education level completed, ethnicity and access to the internet.” 
 
Participants were asked if they had received a COVID-19 vaccine, with approximately 
73% of respondents reporting they were vaccinated, “slightly more than the 70% of the 
nation’s population that had been vaccinated in 2021,” according to the study. 
 
They were then “asked to rate how much they liked or disliked a randomly sequenced 
set of 48 pictures on a seven-point scale of 3 to -3,” to quantify “mathematical features 
of people’s judgments as they observe mildly emotional stimuli.” 
 
“The judgment variables and demographics were compared between respondents who 
were vaccinated and those who were not. Three machine learning approaches were 
used to test how well the respondents’ judgment, demographics and attitudes toward 
COVID-19 precautions predicted whether they would get the vaccine,” the 
announcement states. 
 
According to the study, “a small set of demographic variables and 15 judgment 
variables” were identified, which “predict vaccine uptake with moderate to high accuracy 
and high precision.” 
 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wef-davos-tim-hinchliffe-defender-podcast/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/15-minute-city-climate-solution-control/
https://www.uc.edu/news/articles/2024/01/ai-can-predict-patient-attitudes-to-vaccines.html
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The announcement says these findings show “that artificial intelligence can make 
accurate predictions about human attitudes with surprisingly little data or reliance on 
expensive and time-consuming clinical assessments.” 
 
The same announcement quoted Aggelos Katsaggelos, Ph.D., endowed professor of 
electrical engineering and computer science at Northwestern University, who claimed 
“The study is anti-big-data” because the new technology “can work very simply” and 
without the need for “super-computation.” 
 
“It’s inexpensive and can be applied with anyone who has a smartphone. We refer to it 
as computational cognition AI. It is likely you will be seeing other applications regarding 
alterations in judgment in the very near future,” Katsaggelos said. 
 
Lindley disagreed. She told The Defender “Calling this anti-big-data is an oxymoron, 
because to be able to claim a high level of accuracy, the program would have to 
encompass a high level of understanding of the hesitancy itself.” 
 
“The problem with this AI initiative is the population-wide approach, which disregards 
any individual concerns and experiences,” Lindley said. “If I have learned anything 
practicing medicine these past 20 years, it is that the human element matters and it’s 
unpredictable by its nature.” 
 
‘TIP OF THE ICEBERG’: AI MAY ALSO BE USED FOR RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF 
VACCINES 
Other AI-related technologies in the healthcare realm have recently been introduced. 
 
At the annual meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in January, Pfizer CEO 
Albert Bourla praised the role of AI in the development of Paxlovid, a prescription oral 
medication marketed as a treatment for COVID-19. 
 
“It was developed in four months,” Bourla said, whereas development of such a drug 
“usually takes four years.” He said AI helped significantly reduce the amount of time 
needed for the “drug discovery” process, where you “really synthesize millions of 
molecules and then you try to discover within them, which one works.” 
 
Bourla credited this breakthrough with saving “millions of lives” and predicted more such 
developments in the future. “Our job is to make breakthroughs that change patients’ 
lives,” Bourla said. “With AI, I can do it faster and I can do it better.” 
 
“I truly believe that we are about to enter a scientific renaissance in life sciences 
because of this coexistence of advancements in technology and biology,” Bourla added. 
“AI is a very powerful tool. In the hands of bad people [it] can do bad things for the 
world, but in the hands of good people [it] can do great things for the world.” 
 

https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/research-faculty/directory/profiles/katsaggelos-aggelos.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-tech/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wef-artificial-intelligence-digital-id-vaccines/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/albert-bourla-pfizer-ceo-covid-vaccine-kids-uk/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/albert-bourla-pfizer-ceo-covid-vaccine-kids-uk/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-paxlovid-covid-drug-fraud-cola/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wef-artificial-intelligence-digital-id-vaccines/
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During the same WEF panel discussion, Jeremy Hunt, the United Kingdom’s chancellor 
of the Exchequer, said AI could lead to the rapid development and deployment of 
vaccines. 
 
“When we have the next pandemic, we don’t want to have to wait a year before we get 
the vaccine,” he said. “If AI can shrink the time it takes to get that vaccine to a month, 
then that is a massive step forward for humanity.” 
 
A WEF project, first announced in 2019, is funding research on the use of “synthetic” AI-
generated “patients” and “synthetic” clinical trial data. 
 
Concerns over AI’s predictive ability have led to some action from lawmakers around 
the world. On March 13, the European Parliament passed the Artificial Intelligence Act, 
which contains several restrictions and prohibitions on the use of AI in various contexts. 
 
According to Greece’s Business Daily, “Emotion recognition in the workplace and 
schools, social scoring, predictive policing (when it is based solely on profiling a person 
or assessing their characteristics), and AI that manipulates human behavior or exploits 
people’s vulnerabilities” are forbidden by this legislation. 
 
Yet, for Hinchliffe, “Using AI to predict people’s attitudes towards vaccines and vaccine 
hesitancy is just the tip of the iceberg,” as AI technology can then “be used to predict 
attitudes on just about anything.” 
 
“If successful, predicting people’s attitudes will lead to predicting their behavior. 
Predicting their behavior means knowing more about them than they know about 
themselves,” he said. “Once humans are ‘hackable,’ then all bets are off: They can be 
manipulated and controlled in the most nefarious of ways.” 
By Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D. The Defender 
 
 

Since the crew was frantically calling 'May Day' messages, and power 
going on and off, this ship seems to have been under Cyber Attack!! 
NEWS BRIEF: "Cargo ship lost power, issued mayday before hitting Baltimore’s 
bridge", Michigan Live, Mar. 26, 2024 
"A container ship lost power and rammed into a major bridge in Baltimore early 
Tuesday, causing the span to buckle into the river below ... The ship’s crew issued a 
mayday call moments before the crash took down the Francis Scott Key Bridge, 
enabling authorities to limit vehicle traffic on the span," 
 
Local state police were able to scramble to both ends of the bridge and stop traffic from 
entering, saving quite a number of lives. 
 
"The collapse is almost sure to create a logistical nightmare for months, if not years, 
along the East Coast, shutting down ship traffic at the Port of Baltimore and snarling 

https://www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2024/sessions/technology-in-a-turbulent-world/
https://www.gov.uk/government/people/jeremy-hunt
https://www.parliament.uk/site-information/glossary/chancellor-of-the-exchequer/
https://www.parliament.uk/site-information/glossary/chancellor-of-the-exchequer/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/projects-selected-for-the-regulators-pioneer-fund/projects-selected-for-the-regulators-pioneer-fund-2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/projects-selected-for-the-regulators-pioneer-fund/projects-selected-for-the-regulators-pioneer-fund-2022
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-economic-forum-ai-patients-data-clinical-trials/
https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/
https://www.businessdaily.gr/english-edition/109374_european-parliament-adopts-landmark-ai-act-large-majority
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/digital-identity-prison-social-credit-system-cola/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2019/11/26/yuval-noah-harari-interview-anderson-vpx.cnn
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/michael-nevradakis-ph-d/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/artificial-intelligence-predict-covid-vaccine-hesitancy/
https://cuttingedge.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2f47d5e1169d756211dacd0e2&id=08ed1c74c3&e=002ac996aa
https://cuttingedge.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2f47d5e1169d756211dacd0e2&id=08ed1c74c3&e=002ac996aa
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cargo and commuter traffic ... Losing this bridge will devastate the entire area, as well 
as the entire East Coast,” state Sen. Johnny Ray Salling said." 
 
"Last year, the Port of Baltimore handled a record 52.3 million tons of foreign cargo 
worth $80 billion, according to the state. In addition to cargo, more than 444,000 
passengers cruised out of the port in 2023." 
 

 
11,000 Who Took The Flu Shot With Covid Booster Had A Stroke 
Within 90 Days! 
Researchers from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) headed up the FDA-
funded study, which was launched after the agency detected and reported a safety 
signal among older people taking the boosters in January 2023. 

 

 
 
The FDA researchers analyzed data from Medicare recipients to assess the risk of 
stroke after taking the boosters and when taking them concomitantly with the flu shots. 
 
Among more than 5 million Medicare beneficiaries who received the Pfizer or Moderna 
boosters, at least 11,001 of them had strokes within 90 days of receiving the vaccine. 
 
“11,001 strokes within 90 days of receiving influenza/COVID-19 vaccines is an 
astronomical number of avoidable neurological events in our Medicare recipients,” 
cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough told The Defender. 
 
 

Growing Cancers Everywhere 
33-minute video (Winds down at 26, stop before 27 to avoid F-bomb) 
CLICK HERE 

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/safety-availability-biologics/cdc-and-fda-identify-preliminary-covid-19-vaccine-safety-signal-persons-aged-65-years-and-older
https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/safety-availability-biologics/cdc-and-fda-identify-preliminary-covid-19-vaccine-safety-signal-persons-aged-65-years-and-older
https://compass.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Flu-Shots-%E2%80%94-Not-COVID-Boosters-%E2%80%94-Caused-Strokes-in-Elderly-FDA-Says-%E2%80%A2-Childrens-Health-Defense.jpeg
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-authorizes-pfizer-booster-65-older-high-risk/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/cancer-deaths-spiked-in-2021-and
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Ed Dowd gives his latest update on the excess cancer deaths, and it's a doozy. 
‘Washington Times’ on excess cancer: 
 

 In 2021, colorectal cancer suddenly shot from fourth place to the leading cause 
of cancer death in men under 50. It leapt to second place in women. 
 

 Young adult oral and liver cancer deaths spiked since 2021. So did deadly 
cervical tumors in women ages 30 through 44, which tellingly reversed “decades 
of decline” — not a long, slow increase as corporate media would have you 
believe. It’s the exact opposite. 
 

 According to the CDC’s heavily manipulated data, between pre-pandemic 2019 
and 2023, across all ages, cancer deaths rose by +2%. And in young people 
aged 15 to 44 years, cancer mortality rose twice as fast, to +4%. 
 

 Some cancers had mortality increases far exceeding +2% and +4%. Deaths from 
the aforementioned colorectal cancer rose +17% in the 15-to-44 group, four 
times the population-wide increase. 
 

 Uterine cancer deaths shot up +37% among 25-to-44-year-olds between 2019 
and 2023; they rose +15% overall (all ages). 
 

 Whatever they want to call it, more and more oncologists are seeing 
what we would call ‘turbo cancer.’ The Times’ article quoted William Dahut, the 
American Cancer Society’s chief scientific officer, who said “Colorectal cancers 
are presenting with more aggressive disease and larger tumors at diagnosis, 
which is more difficult to treat.” 
 

 Instead of citing out-of-date cancer studies ending in 2019, the Times cited 
recent studies, like a new preprint study of U.S. data, which found cancer deaths 
among 15-to-44-year-olds had “accelerated substantially” in 2021, over +6% 
above baseline, and then surged in a single year to +8% in 2022. 
 

 The Times cited another recent study from the United Kingdom finding “highly 
statistically significant” increases in cancer mortality in the same 15-to-44 age 
group during 2021 and 2022. 

 
Jeff Childers' comments on no media coverage on the rising Turbo Cancer: 
“…let’s all pretend the cancer epidemic cause is baffling and mysterious and has been 
creeping up behind us for decades without anyone noticing. La la la! What else do 15-
to-44 year olds have in common, different from other groups? Well, they’re the working 
age cohort. In other words, they are the ones most likely to have run into the propeller 
blades of an employment or school-related jab mandate. I’m just saying.” 
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Insurers could face losses of up to $4 billion after Baltimore bridge 
tragedy-analyst 
 

 
Francis Scott Key Bridge collapse in Baltimore 

 
Updated Wed, Mar 27, 2024, 2:07 PM  
 
LONDON (Reuters) -Baltimore's Francis Scott Key Bridge collapse could cost insurers 
billions of dollars in claims, analysts say, with one putting it at as much as $4 billion, 
which would make the tragedy a record shipping insurance loss. 
 
Six people are still missing after a collision with a Singapore-flagged container ship 
destroyed the landmark bridge on Tuesday, forcing the closure of one of the busiest 
U.S. ports. 
 
With little clarity on when the Port of Baltimore would re-open, insurers and analysts are 
now assessing the likely losses borne by underwriters across several product lines 
including property, cargo, marine, liability, trade credit and contingent business 
interruption. 
 
"Depending on the length of the blockage and the nature of the business interruption 
coverage for the Port of Baltimore, insured losses could total between $2 billion and $4 
billion," said Marcos Alvarez, managing director for global insurance ratings at 
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Morningstar DBRS. “That would surpass the record insured losses of the Costa 
Concordia luxury cruise liner disaster in 2012”, he said. 
 
Mathilde Jakobsen, senior director, analytics at insurance ratings agency AM Best, also 
said the claims would likely run into "billions of dollars". 
 
Ship liability insurance, which covers marine environmental damage and injury, is 
provided through protection and indemnity insurers known as P&I Clubs. 
 
The International Group of P&I Clubs collectively insures approximately 90% of the 
world's ocean-going tonnage and member P&I clubs mutually reinsure each other by 
sharing claims above $10 million. The IG Group declined to comment. 
 
According to AM Best, the group holds general excess of loss reinsurance cover up to 
the value of $3.1 billion. 
 

SPREADING THE COST 
Moody's Ratings analyst Brandan Holmes said approximately 80 different reinsurers 
provided that cover to the ship's insurers. 
 
"While the total claim is expected to be high, it is unlikely to be significant for individual 
reinsurers since it will be spread across so many," he said. 
 
Insurer Britannia P&I said in a statement that vessel, named the Dali, was entered with 
the club, adding that it was working closely with the ship manager and relevant 
authorities "to establish the facts and to help ensure that this situation is dealt with 
quickly and professionally". 
 
Loretta Worters, spokesperson at the Insurance Information Institute, said AXA XL was 
the lead reinsurer on the first layer of cover for IG's reinsurance programme, with other 
global reinsurers also involved. AXA XL did not immediately respond to request for 
comment. 
 
Alvarez said the disaster would likely put upward pressure on marine insurance rates 
globally. 
 
Worters added she believed Aon was the insurance broker for the property policy for the 
bridge. Insurance Insider reported that Chubb was the lead underwriter for the policy. 
Aon and Chubb declined to comment. 
 
Initial estimates of the cost of rebuilding the bridge, which is likely to be paid by the 
federal government, are at $600 million, economic software analysis company IMPLAN 
said. 
 
The closure of the port for just one month could see a total loss of $28 million for the 
state of Maryland, according to IMPLAN analysis. 
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"The economic disruption and pain felt by businesses and individuals in Maryland and 
the Baltimore economic area will be widespread and likely take years to fully 
comprehend and compensate those affected," said Julien Horn, partner, Ports & 
Terminals and Logistics, at insurance broker McGill and Partners. 
 
 
 

Could This All Be Just A Coincidence?! 

Note from Bill Koenig: 
 
We pray that you are having a special week in the Lord. 
 
On Friday, March 22, U.S. Secretary of State Anthony Blinken warned that a 
major Rafah operation could result in global isolation and long-term security harm 
for Israel.  
 
On Sunday Vice President Kamala Harris would not rule out consequences for 
Israel if it goes ahead with the Rafah operation. 
 
Moreover, in a meeting with Israel Defense Minister Yoav Gallant on Monday, 
Blinken reiterated U.S. “opposition to a major operation in Rafah.” 
 
Then also on Monday, the United Nations Security Council unanimously passed a 
resolution that demanded Israel’s ceasefire for the rest of the Muslim holiday of 
Ramadan and the release of all hostages being held captive by Hamas in the 
Gaza Strip. The United States abstained. 
 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu immediately canceled plans to send 
a delegation to the United States to discuss plans for an operation in 
Rafah after the U.N. Security Council voted to back the ceasefire and the United 
States failed to veto the resolution. 
 
Within hours there a worldwide geomagnetic storm  occurred and at 1:30 
am Tuesday morning the Francis Scott Key Bridge in Baltimore collapsed after 
being struck by a cargo ship. Key was the writer of “The Star Spangled 
Banner,” the national anthem of the United States. 
 
The following “Purim to Passover 2024” was written by my good friend Ted 
Vanlandeghem, a Jewish believer in Yeshua. Over the years he has been very 
supportive of my “Eye to Eye―Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel.” 
 
[[ Bill Koenig is the author of the 2017 2nd Edition (1996) book ‘Eye to Eye: Facing 
the Consequences of Dividing Israel’ and is a Christian White House 
Correspondent. The book suggests the most provocative premise that the U.S. 

https://pmneogcbb.cc.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014K6LxatKyvs_BtO7UUXVdnLusuLRbDLQyooaKYYnIWBQGyctagjEZTFuDrhd0jhTBsDIHEEI5QPmQ9xoTIdG64O4ipg49OVOUNUVixhHzVYrbuqZUX2Z4nWU9YYT-1FdA7RlFU67XGdq0e86BpvhwIPuCDiefxWoDAKdrPM0AEdVUgr3ffYJFUs5LS_Wb_hXVK-8Vqhx6gaBuHEsaivjMyeZPhIhEvlRzvHrECinbyEaLpZkJGN_XA==&c=wo7P8wA90oDcFsaGBIwuqPMDfVPBBNFSBebrd8gdbEFZW5WTlu9bMA==&ch=-OWadJeF805QHmphgQ3SdoJHPr1ZAtASUwIsMpKULtyYu7liARZqrQ==
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suffers financial damage and loss when the U.S. does anything that would divide 
the Nation of Israel. The expanded second edition lists some 127 catastrophes 
showing a correlation between the U.S. and Israel.  These 127 catastrophes are 
noted in the Amazon “read sample” ad for this book. In Genesis 12:3 we are told 
that “God will bless those who bless thee, and curse them that curse thee: and in 
thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed.” ]] 

  

 

PURIM TO PASSOVER 2024 – A CALL TO NATIONAL REPENTANCE 
By Ted M. Vanlandeghem 
 

 
 
• Yesterday we awoke to the news of the early morning collapse of the Francis 
Scott Key bridge in Baltimore, which occurred 24 hours after the conclusion of 
Purim. This came on the heels of the United States’ abstention rather than veto 
of the United Nations Security Council’s passage Monday of a cease-fire 
resolution in the Israel-Hamas war and 24 hours after news broke of Vice 
President Kamala Harris threatening Israel in a speech with dire 
consequences: https://www.foxnews.com/media/harris-shameful-warning-
israel-crashes-burns-online-kick-rocks-kamala 
  
• This has additional weighty significance since Francis Scott Key was the author 
of our national anthem, penned during the War of 1812 in the British battle for Fort 
McHenry in the inner harbor of Baltimore on September 14, 1814 (the day before 
Yom Kippur of 1814 and the last day of Yomim Nora’im 1814). 
  
• The fort where the battle took place that inspired Key to write the national 
anthem is right there in the inner harbor where the bridge collapsed. 
  

https://pmneogcbb.cc.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014K6LxatKyvs_BtO7UUXVdnLusuLRbDLQyooaKYYnIWBQGyctagjEZTFuDrhd0jhThrYmhrTUe1uz0WMF5FIFMWazT8qUdId-kIpL9IY24kfKTOcFW7Z28ObVZtV1BnKODwdOuttP2FtaC4EVVrr6JnsjA8fxzOasndpz6UaaKv5ev9a7-juaFrHcrRU9gu0Rgmqpzl4QtBO3gTnq6rI_1kLvCvXNqewkmCc95FbZ_N5X5V51jmQkKkl-bp_1bKIx&c=wo7P8wA90oDcFsaGBIwuqPMDfVPBBNFSBebrd8gdbEFZW5WTlu9bMA==&ch=-OWadJeF805QHmphgQ3SdoJHPr1ZAtASUwIsMpKULtyYu7liARZqrQ==
https://pmneogcbb.cc.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014K6LxatKyvs_BtO7UUXVdnLusuLRbDLQyooaKYYnIWBQGyctagjEZTFuDrhd0jhThrYmhrTUe1uz0WMF5FIFMWazT8qUdId-kIpL9IY24kfKTOcFW7Z28ObVZtV1BnKODwdOuttP2FtaC4EVVrr6JnsjA8fxzOasndpz6UaaKv5ev9a7-juaFrHcrRU9gu0Rgmqpzl4QtBO3gTnq6rI_1kLvCvXNqewkmCc95FbZ_N5X5V51jmQkKkl-bp_1bKIx&c=wo7P8wA90oDcFsaGBIwuqPMDfVPBBNFSBebrd8gdbEFZW5WTlu9bMA==&ch=-OWadJeF805QHmphgQ3SdoJHPr1ZAtASUwIsMpKULtyYu7liARZqrQ==
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• Another prophetic layer is that a lunar eclipse occurred on Purim this 
year―and will be repeated the next two years: 

 

• 2024 also a Jewish leap year, so Purim occurs twice this year. During a 
Jewish leap year there are two months of Adar―Adar 1 and 
Adar 2―so Purim occurs twice: Purim Katan (February 23–24, 2024) and 
Purim (March 23–24, 2024). The point is that there is a double portion of Purim 
this year. Adding weight to this is the lunar eclipse pattern that started on Purim 
this year and continues for the next three years. Additionally, this speaks of God 
dealing with Iran. It’s no coincidence that Israel is currently locked in a war against 
Iran and her proxies―Hamas, Hezbollah, and the Houthis. 
  
But there are other pieces to this: 
  
• This year’s total solar eclipse is on April 8, which is the 1st of Nisan on 
the biblical calendar, or the biblical new year, coming two weeks before 
Passover, which takes place on the 14th of Nisan. 
  
• April 8 is also the end of Ramadan on the Islamic calendar―a 
prophetic convergence. 
  
• This eclipse comes seven years after the last total solar eclipse. 
  
• The two eclipses or 2017 and 2024 make an X over New Madrid, Missouri. 

  

• New Madrid is the site of two major earthquakes in the United States, in 1811 
and again in 1812 (about three months before the beginning of the war of 1812). 
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• George H. W. Bush started the peace process to divide the land of Israel in 
Madrid, Spain.  Will judgment come upon America at New Madrid, Missouri? 
  
• The eclipse seven years ago passed over seven United States cities 
named “Salem,” which means “peace”― 
1. Salem, Oregon 
2. Salem, Idaho 
3. Salem, Wyoming 
4. Salem, Nebraska 
5. Salem, Missouri 
6. Salem, Kentucky 
7. Salem, South Carolina 
 

 

 
 
 

• This year’s eclipse on the 1st of Nissan passes 
over and will be visible from seven cities 
named “Nineveh” in the United States and an 
additional one in Nova Scotia, Canada: 
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• In the story of Jonah, God gave the city of Nineveh 40 days to repent: Jonah 
began by going a day’s journey into the city, proclaiming, “Forty more days and 
Nineveh will be overthrown” (Jonah 3:4 NIV). 
  
• So if this is a prophetic pattern for the United States and we are being given a 40-
daywindow to repent as a nation, then the next question is “What day comes 40 
days after the first of Nissan?” That happens to be a day called “Passover Sheni.” 
  
• Passover Sheni is the biblically mandated second Passover or “make-
up” Passover that was given in Numbers: “Tell the Israelites: 'When any of you or 
your descendants are unclean because of a dead body or are away on a journey, 
they are still to celebrate the Lord's Passover, but they are to do it on the fourteenth 
day of the second month at twilight’” (Numbers 9:9–11). 
  
• This second Passover was mandated by God for any of the people who were 
unclean or unfit to celebrate the first Passover, one month prior. If the people of 
God were not clean or fit to partake in the first Passover, he mandated this 
one―a second chance. It’s on this “second-chance Passover” that the 40-day 
window from the 1st of Nisan, April 8, ends! 
  
• Four days after Passover Sheni comes a Jewish traditional holiday 
called “Lag Ba'Omer,” or the 33rd day of the counting of the Omer, in which the 
Jewish people in Israel make large bonfires all across the land of Israel. 
  
• Lag Ba'Omer is marked by fire. A day marked by fire follows the “second-chance 
Passover.” 
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• Could it be that God is giving the United States a 40-day window to repent that 
concludes on the second Passover, or the “second chance Passover”? And if we do 
not repent as a nation―will we reap fire? 

 

[[ I bought the first edition of William Koenig’s book ‘Eye to Eye’ and after reading it, I 
was not about to say this is simply coincidence.  In retrospect, looking at the 127  
events of Mr. Koenig’s 2nd edition, I believe the substance of the book confirms my view 
of understanding the Bible’s prophetic teaching as “History told in Advance”.  This 
should not be ignored for the fact that the U.S. has not been the model of God’s 
righteousness!  Billy Graham is quoted to have said that if God does not judge America 
it would have to apologize to Sodom and Gomorrah.  It was actually his wife that made 
this statement: 
 
"Some years ago, my wife, Ruth, was reading the draft of a book I was writing. When 
she finished a section describing the terrible downward spiral of our nation’s moral 
standards and the idolatry of worshiping false gods such as technology and sex, she 
startled me by exclaiming, “If God doesn’t punish America, He’ll have to apologize to 
Sodom and Gomorrah.” 
 
The fact is the U.S. will be judged by God as a nation for its treatment of the Jewish 
Nation of Israel!  Israel has been God’s instrument throughout history.  “Behold, I will 
make Jerusalem a cup of trembling unto all the people round about, when they 
shall be in the siege both against Judah and against Jerusalem.”  -(Zechariah 
12:2). ]]  
 
 

Blackrock Boss Predicts Global ‘Retirement Crisis’ 
[[ Pension savings will run out because people are living longer, Larry Fink has warned.  
The real reason for Covid Scamdemic is precisely this issue!  20 million deaths to the 
so-called vaccines is our proof.  Think about who had means, motive, and opportunity to 
execute this crime against humanity!  -Pastor Bob ]] 

 

 
 
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink during the New York Times Deal Book Summit, November 
30, 2022 in New York City.  Larry Fink, the head of BlackRock, the world’s largest asset 
management firm, has warned that demographics will inevitably strain pension systems 
and that longer lives are projected to force workers to retire later. 
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In his annual letter to chief executives and investors released on Tuesday, the billionaire 
investor called on governments to take urgent steps to tackle the “retirement crisis” by 
helping people save more for when they get old. Fink expressed concern that not 
enough is being done to ensure people have enough money to safeguard their 
retirement. 
 
“No one should have to work longer than they want to,” he said. “But I do think it’s a bit 
crazy that our anchor idea for the right retirement age – 65 years old – originates from 
the time of the Ottoman Empire.”  
 
“What should the average retirement age be?” Fink wondered, emphasizing that 
nowadays people are regularly living past 90. 
 
The founder of BlackRock also urged corporate leaders and lawmakers to “start having 
the conversation” about the issue as changing demographics around the world lead to 
rapidly aging populations, while retirement benefits are decreasing. Fink cited the 
Netherlands as a good example of rethinking retirement policies. 
 
The Dutch government started to gradually raise the retirement age more than ten years 
ago to keep state pension affordable, he said, adding that it automatically adjusts as the 
country’s life expectancy changes. 
 
The aging of the global population means an increase in the proportion of older people 
– a trend that has been tracked nearly everywhere in the world. According to a UN 
outlook on global life expectancy, one in six people will be over 65 years old by 2050, 
up from one in 11 in 2019.   
 
 

Big Agriculture’s Protectionism Targets The Amish  
March 28, 2024   
By MISES Institute by David Brady, Jr. 
 
The raid on an Amish family farm is the direct result of government protectionism of big 
agriculture through needless and cumbersome regulations. 
 
Amos Miller is an Amish farmer in Pennsylvania who has become a thorn in the side of 
the State of Pennsylvania and the federal government for his selling of raw milk and 
other unregulated products. Miller first came to the attention of the Food and Drug 
Administration in 2016 when they claimed his milk was linked to several cases of 
listeria bacteria causing listeriosis in individuals who drank raw milk. Their dispute 
continued until 2023, when Miller was forced to pay out $30,000 and continue to pay out 
$305,000 in fees levied by a judge following federal lawsuits. 
 
Conflict has resumed as the Pennsylvania attorney general announced it would be 
suing Miller to halt his production. It claims that Miller has continually refused to submit 
to the health standards levied by not only the state but also the federal government. 

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/investor-relations/larry-fink-annual-chairmans-letter
https://www.eurasiareview.com/28032024-big-agricultures-protectionism-targets-the-amish-oped/
https://www.eurasiareview.com/author/mises/
https://lancasteronline.com/news/local/lancaster-county-farmer-amos-miller-makes-30-000-payment-under-agreement-with-feds/article_50afdfe2-8ba9-11ed-9017-83da128dccdc.html
https://lancasteronline.com/news/local/lancaster-county-farmer-amos-miller-makes-30-000-payment-under-agreement-with-feds/article_50afdfe2-8ba9-11ed-9017-83da128dccdc.html
https://lancasteronline.com/news/local/pa-ags-office-sues-farmer-amos-miller-to-halt-raw-milk-sales-alleges-violations-of/article_a9c1e478-ba3c-11ee-b423-1f6d675417cb.html
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They claim that he continues to endanger public health, even as Miller claims he is only 
serving a small private group of buyers. Not wishing to offer an uninformed legal opinion 
on this matter, it is worth noting that this is part of a growing trend. 
 
Since the 1930s there has been continual decline in the number of farms in the United 
States. The acreage total has only slightly declined. This might be because of the 
greater productivity of larger farms, especially with improved fertilizing methods, but it 
could also be due to regulation. In the 1930s, Franklin D. Roosevelt passed the first of 
the famed “Farm Bills.” This bill continues to be passed every five years, benefiting 
large lobbyists who get subsidies and special regulations. 
 
Regulation, like that being levied against Miller, usually has its roots in cronyism rather 
than legitimate public interest. Murray Rothbard famously tackled this in reference to the 
“beef trusts” that are cited in the early 1900s. These trusts faced competition from 
smaller competitors, and after The Jungle was published, they jumped on the 
bandwagon of regulation to quash competitors. Rothbard writes: 
 
Shortly after The Jungle came out, J. Ogden Armour, owner of one of the biggest 
packing firms, wrote an article in the Saturday Evening Post defending government 
inspection of meat and insisting that the large packers had always favored and pushed 
for inspection. Armour wrote: 
 
Attempt to evade it [government inspection] would be, from the purely commercial 
viewpoint, suicidal. No packer can do an interstate or export business without 
Government inspection. Self-interest forces him to make use of it. Self-interest likewise 
demands that he shall not receive meats or by-products from any small packer, either 
for export or other use, unless that small packer’s plant is also “official”—that is, under 
United States Government inspection. 
 
This government inspection thus becomes an important adjunct of the packer’s 
business from two viewpoints. It puts the stamp of legitimacy and honesty upon the 
packer’s product and so is to him a necessity. To the public it is insurance against the 
sale of diseased meats. 
 
Government meat inspection which also lures the public into always thinking the food is 
safe and reduces competitive pressures to improve meat quality. 
 
He adds later: 
The large meat packers were enthusiastically in favor of the bill, designed as it was to 
bring the small packers under federal inspection. The American Meat Producers’ 
Association endorsed the bill. At the hearings of the House Committee of Agriculture on 
the Beveridge bill, Thomas E. Wilson, representing the large Chicago packers, put their 
support succinctly: 
 
We are now and have always been in favor of the extension of the inspection, also to 
the adoption of the sanitary regulations that will insure the very best possible 

https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/chart-gallery/gallery/chart-detail/?chartId=58268
https://sustainableagriculture.net/our-work/campaigns/fbcampaign/what-is-the-farm-bill/
https://mises.org/mises-wire/meat-packing-myth
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conditions. . . . We have always felt that Government inspection, under proper 
regulations, was an advantage to the livestock and agricultural interests and to the 
consumer . . . 
 
One advantage to imposing uniform sanitary conditions on all meatpackers is that the 
burden of the increased costs would fall more heavily on the smaller than on the bigger 
plants, thereby crippling the smaller competitors even further. 
 
Regulation is a mighty tool for larger lobbyists to wield against their competitions. It is 
not unlikely that large milk producers would favor many of these burdensome 
regulations because they would harm their competitors. Forcing smaller farms like that 
of Miller to comply with the regulations imposed by a bureaucratic institution is an easy 
way to increase costs and force them from the market. 
 
Health is very much still a concern in the marketplace, but with properly applied tort law 
it will work itself out. If one’s product hurts a consumer, they can be held liable for it. 
This makes businesses take extra care with their products. They further get insurance 
for cases of extreme accidents. Those insurance companies apply restrictions and 
codes that must be followed, while at the same time providing coverage. If the state of 
Pennsylvania cared for public health, they would deregulate the insurance markets and 
halt harassing farmers. Apply tort law properly and the market will find a way. 
 
 

Russia  Recalls Its Polish Ambassador! 
A Holy War is About to Begin 

 
Details below from the Canadian Prepper confirm the closeness of World War III.  Far 
too many indicators of war confirm the closeness of chaos on our horizon.  Time to get 
ready to go home!!!  
https://youtu.be/kbIH8DQoSL4?t=745  
 
 
Welcome to Pope Francis and HRH Charles New World Order! 
 
Blessings, 

 

Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
  

https://youtu.be/kbIH8DQoSL4?t=745
mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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